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the course of development. It could be a symbol of PPP that many city highways and public transports
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The market economy, in contrast with the planned economy system, has spread widely and has been
globalizing.

The growth trends of the metropolitan Damascus of Syria could not be exempted from that
transitional world in both economic and social impacts. The city of Damascus is now facing severe
housing and water shortage, traffic congestion in the central areas, air pollution, unplanned suburban
developments and loosing productive suburban lands for agriculture.

Further more, the recent

planning concepts for the metropolises would take the direction towards the environmentally friendly
approach.

It implies that the future metropolises would be expected to be the compact, that is, the

land saving pattern of urban growth.
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Metropolitan development planning of Damascus has been carried out in line with the concept of the
preservation and rehabilitation of the historic world heritage in a central district, and relatively
compact development as a metropolitan area as mentioned above. The city of Damascus is expected to
develop economies and social amenities through the challenges on the planning the balance between
Development and Conservation of the urban heritage.

Keywords: Globalization, Conservation and Development, Historic Heritage, Guidance Plan

Planning the Qanawat Area for Urban Heritage in Damascus, Syria
1.

Background

Damascus is the Capital of the Syrian Arab Republic. It is highly renowned as the most historical and
oldest city in the world. In response to the request from the Government of Syrian Arab Republic,
Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) conducted a study on “Urban Planning for Sustainable
3
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Development of Damascus metropolitan Area in the Syrian Arab Republic” from September 2006 to
March 2008. The study encompasses from macro-national land planning study, regional study and
down to urban district level study. This thesis is based on the experience, knowledge and insight
obtained from the JICA study. Focusing on the district level study on Qanawat which boasts of
abundant Arabic culture and valuable urban heritage, this thesis intends to give a spot light on the
aspect of harmonizing effort between the two contradicting needs of Damascus residents: 1) sincere
hope to restore urban heritage; 2) desire to lead a comfortable modern life. The district planning study
for Qanawat is characterized as a hypothetical case study. It is hoped to indicate a solution for
Damascus Governorate and the residents.
2.

Existing Conditions
2.1 Location, land use and population

(1)

Location and land use
The project area is located in the Qanawat service department to the southwest of the Old

Damascus.

It is defined by four roads: Bab Al Sirijeh street to the north, Al Darwis Hier street to the
4
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east, Khaled Ibn Al Walid street to the west, and Khan Al Magariba street to the south.
Administratively, the area consists of parts of five districts: Bab Srijeh, Qanawat, Bab Jaiyeh, Suwega
and Qabr Atke. The project area covers 27.69ha. Of the total area, 23.41ha or 84.5% is occupied by
buildings and the remaining 15.5% by roads
(2)

Population
According to the initial environmental examination conducted for 45ha land including some

surrounding area, the number of families is 750 and the average family size 5.36 for the total
population of 4,020 in this area.

Based on this result, the population in the project area is estimated

to be 2,475 with the population density 89.4/ha.
2.2 Current land use and building conditions
(1)

Land use
Buildings in the area have one to six stories.
2

The total floor area of the buildings is estimated

at 425,390m , of which two story buildings account for a dominant 61.5%.

5

Of the total area occupied
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by buildings, residential buildings account for 74.4%, followed by mixed use (14.7%), commercial
(4.2%), religious (2.0%) and other uses.

In terms of the floor area, residential buildings account for

75.3%.
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Figure 1: Current Building Condition
(2)

Building conditions
Generally, newly constructed buildings, which have four or five stories, are located in the

western part of the project area.

Old buildings, which are nearly collapsed or need rehabilitation, are

found mainly in the eastern part.
Most newly constructed buildings follow new site boundaries, shaping new blocks.

In these

areas, new block shapes will be formed gradually as more individual construction works are
undertaken.

Many dilapidated buildings locate along the Bab Al Sirijeh and the Kasr Al Hajjaj

streets and their adjoining areas, and few new buildings are found in these areas. The current block
plan could be modified following the relevant plans in these areas to avoid conflicts with newly
constructed buildings.
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2.3 Existing plans and regulations
(1)

Guidance plan
The guidance plan was prepared by the Damascus Governorate as a detailed plan for

implementation of the 1968 Master Plan. The plan has hardly been implemented at all since then,
because the plan did not match the reality. Consequently, two types of buildings are coexisting at
present in the project area: old buildings following old cadastral land shapes and new buildings
following new block shapes.
and land use designation.

There exist some buildings constructed against new road boundaries

The redevelopment planned in the guidance plan has not been progressed

because a large scale of land expropriation is necessary for the implementation and it needs a huge
amount of money. The guidance plan intends to allocate more than 37% of the total land area to roads.
It, however sounds too ideal.
Table 1: Land Use Distribution of Existing Guidance Plan Prepared in 1960s
Land use
Park
Elementary, secondary school

Surface (sqm)
3,874
7,746

9

Ratio (%)
1.4
2.8

Number of lots
15
4
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(Future plan)
School (Existing facility)
Cemeteries
Other building site
Road
Total

(2)

5,350
3,859
152,976
173,601
276,890

1.9
1.4
55.2
37.3
100.0

1
1
-

Restriction on registered historical monuments
In the project area, 11 historical monuments were determined in 1964 under the authorization of

the Department of Antiquity, the Ministry of Culture.

This was based on the law enacted in 1963.

According to the law, all the buildings 200 years old or older are subject to the registration.

For the

registered buildings, changes by reconstruction and rehabilitation of the interior and exterior are
restricted.

An old construction style and method should be used for restoration in principle.

While

the government support for the maintenance of registered buildings is stipulated by the law, no subsidy
or guidance has been provided so far.

10
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Figure 2: Guidance Plan for the Project Area and its Surroundings
(3)

Newly Applied Conservation of historical protection areas
In addition, the regulation for the preservation of historical area was determined in 2006 under

the authorization of the Department of Antiquity, the Ministry of Culture.

The method of restoration

is confined to the traditional one as is the case with the registered buildings. The protection area
covers: (1) Kasr Al Hajjaj street (historical street to Midan), (2) Bab Srijeh street, and (3) district
around the Tayroozi hammam and mosque.
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Figure 1: Historical Registered Monuments and Protection Area
2.4 Urban conditions and problems
The existing urban conditions and problems are summarized from the first workshop and the
interview survey as follows.
(1)

Transportation and roads
1) insufficient parking,
2) inadequate public transport,
3) narrow streets,
4) poor pavement conditions, and
5) no street light.

(2)

Public space and facilities
1) no street light,
2) improper functioning of sewerage system,

14
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3) poor waste management, and
4) lack of park.
(3)

Buildings and architecture
1) high cost and lack of flexibility in reconstruction, restoration and removal,
2) lack of harmony between historical and newly constructed buildings, and
3) infringement on the privacy in historical houses by newly built buildings.

3.

Planning Concepts and Improvement Strategy
3.1 Objectives of the project
In view of the existing urban conditions and problems examined above, the following objectives

are set for the project.
(1)

Solving the current urban problems
The existing urban problems facing the project area need to be solved irrespective of the

15
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heritage status of the area. The restoration of the heritage should be taken as the opportunity to solve
the parking, traffic congestion and other problems.

Also, public facilities and services should be

planned following the same criteria established for other areas.
(2)

Enhancing comfort and amenities
In line with the planning concepts of human security and cultural city, the project should

contribute to creating more comfortable and pedestrian-friendly urban spaces with amenities.
(3)

Creating new value for demonstration
In addition to solving the problems currently faced, the project should create new value that may

serve as a model for urban development in the new era. This would also contribute commercial
success of the project by enhancing the property value of the area.
3.2 Frameworks for the proposed project
(1)

Institutional framework
The existing framework for protection of historical heritage is too restrictive to be realistically
16
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applied to existing buildings.

Also, specific support measures to realize the protection are lacking.

More flexible and realistic framework should be introduced.
There exist many residents who have abandoned the maintenance and preservation of their
houses because of high costs involved in restoration and lack of means to undertake the works as
stipulated by law and regulations.

Some of them have left their houses to live elsewhere.

This will

result in disintegration of communities as well as heritage areas.
(2)

Development framework
The proposed plan for the project intends to establish a buffer zone in the back of protection

area.

In this buffer zone, public facilities are planned to compensate for the inconvenience of

residents living in buildings in the protection area. This will promote the positive use of historical
buildings.
Moreover, the structure of urban environmental improvement and management is defined for
the protection and its buffer areas. This includes a system and process for protection including
construction regulation and introduction of support measures, and a system of physical planning,

17
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design and implementation for restoration works of buildings and street rehabilitation and construction
of public service squares and new parks.
(3)

Land use framework
By mutually adjusting the need for historical preservation and the original guidance plan, the

proposed land use framework is prepared as a revised guidance plan as shown in Figure.
proposed land use distribution is summarized in Table 2.

18
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Figure 4: Modified Guidance Plan

Table 2: Land Use Distribution of Revised Guidance Plan

Protection area
Buffer area
New block
Park
Elementary, secondary school
(future plan)
School
(Existing facility)
Cemeteries
Road
Total

Planned lot
area
(sqm)
52,931
40,476
85,702
3,677
8,252

19.1
14.6
31.0
1.3
3.0

181.7%
200%
300%
181.7%

Estimated
building floor
area (sqm)
96,176
80,952
257,106
14,994

5,350

1.9

181.7%

9,721

3,860
76,642
276,890

1.4
27.7
100.0

-

458,949

Ratio
(%)

Planned floor
space index

Protection area
The current average floor area ratio is taken as the planning index as no significant change

20
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should take place in the protection area.

Most buildings in the area have one to three stories.

Buffer area
Considering part of the area is used for public facilities, assumed to cover 15-20% of the area,
and some restrictions apply to new buildings in this area, the floor area index is set at two-thirds of
that for new blocks.
New blocks
In the western part of the project area, redevelopment of some blocks has already been
completed.

In these blocks, the average building coverage is 0.65 to 0.70, and floor area ratios 2.50

to 2.70. Reflecting these and considering the possibility to modify and integrate small blocks, floor
area ratio is set at 3.0 for the new blocks.
Parks
The modified guidance plan is generally in accordance with the original guidance plan in the
aspect of the designation of parks.
Education facilities
The modified guidance plan generally adopts the criteria used in the original guidance plan.
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The required capacity is evaluated in Section 4.
Cemeteries
The modified guidance plan generally follows the designation in the original guidance plan.
Adjustment
As the result of the designation outlined above, the total floor area has increased to 458,949m2,
an increase by 7.89% from the present.

Therefore, the planned population is increased by 5% to

2,598.

Reference:

The Study on Urban Planning for Sustainable Development of Damascus
Metropolitan Area in the Syrian Arab Republic (Final Report), March 2008, JICA
Development Study
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Figure 5: Master Plan for Qanawat urban Heritage Area Improvement
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